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rate', say scientists
May 4, 2009, 2:04 pm by dan | Climos Notes

The UK Guardian reports today on record CO2 numbers from a key
arctic station."The concentration of carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere has reached a record high, according to the latest
figures released by an internationally regarded measuring station in
the Arctic.The measurements suggest that the main greenhouse
gas is continuing to increase in the atmosphere at an... >>>

Outside News

Nature editorial calls for geoengineering.

Climos In The News

Nature calls for serious consideration of geoengineering in their
lead-off editorial this last week. "The latest scientific research
suggests that even a complete halt to carbon pollution would not
bring the world’s temperatures down substantially for several
centuries. If further research... >>>
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Truthout: Toward Climate Geoengineering?
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What does Climos do?
Climos is exploring techniques for
naturally removing large amounts
of CO2 from the atmosphere. One
such technique, Ocean Iron
Fertilization (OIF), is based on a
natural process that is one of the
Earth's primary natural
mechanisms to remove carbon
dioxide. It has very high mitigation
potential... >>>

May 4, 2009, 1:45 pm by dan | Climos Notes

The AMS Draft Statement on Geoengineering the Climate System is
available via the AMS home page now... If you have comment on
this draft AMS Statement currently under consideration, you may
transmit those comments to the AMS Council by sending a... >>>
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While I sympathize with the takeaway from the preamble of this
truthout opinion piece by Australian paleoclimatologist Dr. Andrew
Glikson, I think this frame is unhelpful to the... >>>

Recent Science
The next generation of iron
fertilization experiments in the
Southern Ocean
August 29, 2008

Of the various macro-engineering
schemes proposed to mitigate
global warming, ocean iron
fertilization (OIF) is one that could
be started at short notice on
relevant scales. It is based on the
reasoning that adding trace
amounts of iron to iron-limited
phytoplankton of the Southern
Ocean will lead... >>>
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Climos In The News
Retrieving RSS feed(s)
January 4, 2009

Tom Merrit (Executive editor of CNET TV) and Roger Chang from
East Meets West interview Climos CEO Dan Whaley

October 31, 2008

Emma Ritch writes on the recent London Convention/Protocol
decision to allow legitimate scientific research for ocean iron
fertilization.
Upcoming Events

October 10, 2008

BBC correspondent, Richard Black, reports on the panel discussion
of ocean iron fertilization. Dr. Margaret Leinen was a speaker on
this panel. Please scroll down the report to Thursday Oct 10 for
the article on ocean iron fertilization.
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